
18 May, 17:00 Amsterdam Time
Keynote Lecture hosted by Prof. Dr. Claudia Jarzebowski

16:50 Opening of the Zoom meeting room

17:05 Words of Welcome

By Alice Modena (EuroClio Secretariat)

17:10 Keynote Lecture

Prof. Dr. Claudia Jarzebowski, Bonn Center for Dependency and Slavery Studies

Modern concepts and practices of gender and sexuality have been invented in Europe
only during the late 18th and then 19th century. They are insofar historically specific,
however, it has long been taken for granted that gender and sexuality were naturally
determined and anthropologically stable and constant. But, as Prof. Dr. Claudia
Jarzebowskiʼs paper will investigate, they were not. Bodies, genders and sexualities
differed over space, time, and cultures, including religions and other forms of
spirituality. These different and at times thought-provoking perspectives and practices
of gender and sexuality will be the focus of this talk.

18:15 Q&A Session with participants

*all times are indicated in CET (Amsterdam Time). To check the time in your own time zone, please use the time
zone converter at this link: https://www.thetimezoneconverter.com/



1 June, 17:00 Amsterdam Time
Gender and Kingship: Visual Representations in Eighteenth Century

France

16:50 Opening of the Zoom meeting room

17:00 Words of Welcome

By Alice Modena (EuroClio Secretariat) and Ann-Laure Liéval (EuroClio Board)

17:20 Gender and Kingship: Visual Representations in Eighteenth Century France

Stefania Gargioni, Townshend International School

Stefaniaʼs workshop will look at representations of gender and kingship in early
modern France, using a scheme of work on the French Revolution. By looking at a set
of pictorial sources (from portrait and original cartoon), she will demonstrate how the
representations Gender of monarchs - both Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette - were
strongly related to ideas of femininity and masculinity. The source will show how - in
the Revolutionary period - the criticism towards the monarchy was also conveyed
through derogatory views of Louis XIVʼs masculinity and Marie Antoinetteʼs femininity.

18:15 Q&A Session with participants

18:45 End of the workshop

*all times are indicated in CEST (Amsterdam Time). To check the time in your own time zone, please use the time
zone converter at this link: https://www.thetimezoneconverter.com/



08 June, 17:00 Amsterdam Time

Talking Gender Diversity and Sexuality: Including 2SLGBTQ+ Stories In The
Humanities Classroom

16:50 Opening of the Zoom meeting room

17:00 Talking Gender Diversity and Sexuality: Including 2SLGBTQ+ Stories In The
Humanities Classroom

Active workshop hosted by Gab Rogers

This webinar will explain and demonstrate how to integrate Queer content and
inclusion into humanities classrooms. We will begin with a discussion on modern
terminology and historical language, followed by general and local Queer examples.
The webinar will conclude with an active workshop on practicing contextualizing
diverse sources. Participants will leave this webinar feeling more prepared, equipped,
and able to tackle meaningful Queer affirmation in their classrooms.

18:30 End of the day

15 June, 17:00 Amsterdam Time

Do We Still Need Feminism?

16:50 Opening of the Zoom meeting room

17:00 Do We Still Need Feminism?

Active workshop hosted by Isabela Miron

In history and across many cultures women have been o�en seen as second-class
citizens. But History gives us a sense of identity and History teachers need to give
students role models, to educate them not to perpetuate the inequality of the past.
The webinar aims to find the best teaching techniques to educate students in the spirit
of gender equality, respect for human rights and tolerance, to make space for women
in the stories we tell for the future. Letʼs find out if we still need feminism!

18:30 End of the day

*all times are indicated in CEST (Amsterdam Time). To check the time in your own time zone, please use the time
zone converter at this link: https://www.thetimezoneconverter.com/



29 June, 17:00 Amsterdam Time
Sharing and Networking Session: How do members of the EuroClio

Community teach history in a gender-inclusive and representative way?

16:50 Opening of the Zoom meeting room

17:00 How do members of the EuroClio Community teach history in a gender-inclusive
and representative way?

Sharing and Networking Session hosted by Alice Modena

18:30 End of the day

*all times are indicated in CEST (Amsterdam Time). To check the time in your own time zone, please use the time
zone converter at this link: https://www.thetimezoneconverter.com/


